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Introduction
Pacinos Adventures follow the exploits of a man on a mission to discover the finest teen Latina talent on
the planet. He is based in Miami, a hot-spot of Cuban, Puerto Rican and Dominican darlings but his film
work takes you with him on his visits to the islands, Central America and everywhere else he goes in
search of Latina teen pussy!

Adult Review
Finding the sexiest and most sultry eighteen and nineteen year old hardcore Hispanic sweethearts in serious business for a
man like Pacino. He films his search and all the sexy Chicas he finds with DVD quality exclusive videos and amazing
3000x2000 resolution photo sets. It's a guided tour through countries, islands and cities cherry-picking the prettiest hardcore
Latinas for sex on location, outside and sometimes in public as well!
  
  Pacinos Adventures are all included in a very simple to use interface that allows you to get what you are looking for in just a
couple of clicks, or with a built in search feature if you prefer. Each original update comes with a text description of the
action and nice big preview pics so you can find the hottest Boriquas and sexiest putas with a glance as they scroll on the
screen.
  
  Along with the videos, which are updated twice every week, you also get access to complete picture sets. There are 1000s of
basic photos in 1600x1060 which are perfect for slide-shows but visit the HQ Pics section for amazing 3000x2000 shots that
are perfect for printing out as magazine quality artwork.
  
  Priced at $29.95 per month Pacinos Adventures are a bargain already, but if you are looking for a discount grab the 90 day
$59.95 option and you are in for just 67 cents per day. That's a hell of a deal when original exclusive Latina teen ass is
available inside. Look over the free preview of the site and decide for yourself... are these teen Latinas worth about a buck a
piece? You'll find out quickly that your dick thinks they are!

Porn Summary
It's not just a porn site, Pacinos Adventures is a lifestyle that encourages your dick to think big and make travel plans to come
along on an excursion to far away lands filled with sweet teen Latinas who love to fuck and can not wait to be filmed riding
your rod outside with pride!

Review Rating
The Tongue says 'A top quality exclusive Latina adventure site'
Quality: 89  Updates: 90 Exclusive: 95 Interface: 91
Support: 90 Unique: 93    Taste: 93        Final: 91

Porn Sites Included
This is a solo site and is not part of any membership group.

Porn Niches
Amateur, Coeds, Exclusive, Hardcore, Latina, Outside, Reality

Porn Site Review
Subscription: $29.95 Preview: VoD Billing Options: Credit Card, Other
Video & Picture: Twice

Weekly
Download: Unlimited DRM: Not Used

Dial-Up: Optimized Pictures: Over 1,000 Videos: 71
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